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/inspirations
LOUIS products are created directly from aesthe�c longing. 

Longing for passing worlds full of friendly forms, decora�ve but 

geometrically precise. Products designed with a feeling of slight 

overdose of domina�ng modernism. Created with the 

tempta�on of returning back to the world of decora�on and 

fancy elements discovered in everyday products. Manufactured 

with the hand of highest grade carpenter, were precision of 

product mastering is strictly linked to individual approach.
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Designing of the LOUIS collec�on was an exci�ng journey but a 

very difficult one at the same �me. It has required re-discovering 

and re-working the design canons that are not my everyday 

rou�ne. Direc�ng myself towards the styles that are a bit 

forgo�en - more decora�ve and fancy then, so common in 

bathroom product design, modernist and minimalist standards. 

It was about reaching for ArtDeco mo�ves, but with be�er 

understanding and crea�ve reworking.

LOUIS collec�on designer
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CLASSIC

Combina�on of interior cleanliness and classic accents creates ideal 

background for LOUIS collec�on. Followers of simplicity and visual calmness 

will appreciate for sure harmonious coexistence of the products. Friendly and 

so� shapes of furniture and washbasins are the reference to the �me were 

aesthe�c values were not compromised by technology or costs. In such a 

styliza�on we especially recommend, as long as possible, to light the bathroom 

with natural, external ligh�ng that will further underline the shape of products 

with emo�onal accents. 

/interiors
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LOUIS collec�on consist of comfortable and 

func�onal washbasins offered together with 

spacious cabinets. Their rounded shapes and 

well-rounded details brings the impression of 

lightness and joy. Furniture pieces are neat and 

their connec�on to washbasins are precisely 

finetuned.
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The boundaries between different home spaces 

are slowly disappearing in contemporary interior 

design. Clear example of this tendency – a LOUIS 

vanity unit is a cabinet with single drawer on tall 

legs. When connected with the worktop one can 

create an ideal place for everyday make-up and 

personal care, where cosme�cs and products are 

easily accessible and the well organised drawer 

will make those ac�vi�es a pleasant rituals. The 

installa�on of such a cabinet is not limited to 

a bathroom,  it can be done easily in a bedroom.  
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Opposite page// Should your bathroom amaze not only with the styling and design but the 

func�onality as well - there's no be�er choice than double-bowl washbasin 144 cm. combined 

together with the set of three washbasin cabinets. The huge storage space is in that case very well 

organised as we have six, differently sized drawers available in the area of best reach when using the 

washbasin.

Supplementary products for LOUIS collec�ons - the tall cabinets. They will ideally complete your 

interior, being visually linked to other products as same details and same design language applied.
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Silky ma�e surface of the vanity unit worktop gently correspond with the clean glossiness of the 

fronts and the sides. It is nice to touch; forming it out of solid surface material assures relevant 

strength and resistance of the surface. 

So�ly profiled edges visually close the furniture piece shape as well as improve its func�onality 

with easier maintenance and crea�ng a barrier for coincidentally loosing the elements from the 

worktop’ surface. 



artDeco

ArtDeco styling is the LOUIS element. It has been created while thinking about 

contrasted finishes, noble materials and decora�ve details. It is driven by the 

canons of the first half of 20th century decora�ve design. And, when faces 

contemporary and common modernist approach this styling seems to be a bit 

underes�mated. We believe however it's worth to come back and re-discover 

the importance of propor�ons and freedom in designed products. 

/interiors
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The popular size of the wash basin 82 has been 

proposed as well in the black ma�e finish. It can 

be ideally composed with black glossiness of the 

cabinets in monochroma�c interior designs.



Black glossiness of the LOUIS furniture will 

present itself especially smartly when surrounded 

by black environment of the bathroom. Such a 

courageous combina�on, further completed with 

the golden add-ons and accessories would create 

a direct reference to ArtDeco styling in its best 

release. 
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Double drawer, 82 cm. cabinet when assembled with the worktop creates the dresser that can be installed 

as well outside of the bathroom. It will perfectly match to the bedroom or even a properly designed 

dayroom. LOUIS handle although designed independently from the en�re collec�on, has been designed 

by the same designer. It perfectly supplements the furniture pieces, with kind of a jewellery detail that 

underlines the luxury character of the collec�on. 
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Worktop of the vanity unit is solid surface made, here with the finish adjusted to the black 

lacquer of the furniture, and carefully (100% handmade!) polished. Other way than in the wash 

basin cabinets, the legs in the vanity unit are delivered together with the cabinet so there's no 

need to order it separately.



lofty

Modern interior and more tradi�onal products? Yes, such a connec�on is 

possible. A keyword to successful combina�on is a “contrast” in that case. 

Noble deep glossiness or silky ma�e surface of the furniture very well 

correspond to rough concrete of the lo�y interior. So� curvature of the 

furniture is contrasted with the natural roughness of the walls. Such a 

courageous solu�ons creates the unobvious interiors that is full of individual 

spirit.  

/interiors
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Stunning comfort and func�onality can be 

achieved when two 62 cm. cabinets are installed 

together with washbasins in one bathroom. In 

order to visually fit the products best to your 

interior – mat or glossy washbasin can be selected 

from LOUIS range. 
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Tall side cabinet, with its spacious interior will 

perfectly complement the storage in your 

bathroom. And, since the design of the cabinet is 

universal – no issue to install it in other then 

bathroom home spaces. 



Spacious interiors, full of natural surfaces and 

home plants creates ideal background for LOUIS 

products, where it’s propor�ons and design 

details are clearly visible. 
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Single drawer cabinet supported on high legs can 

be both combined with washbasins and the 

worktop. Comfortable washplace in the first case 

or handy vanity table in the second are the 

impressive results of the combina�on. 



Such an assembly is a temple for everyday 

cosme�c rituals, combining stunning visual values 

with func�onal storage space. The func�onality is 

further improved with the drawer organizer’s to 

keep all the cosme�cs in the right order.
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Universal chest of drawers achieved through 

covering the 82 cm. cabinet with the worktop will 

easily fit both bathroom as well as other interiors. 

Solid surface worktop is mechanically and 

chemically resistant and easy to maintain. 
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Worktop area is big enough to fit all the necessary 

bathroom elements and, even further – some 

interior style adjusted decora�ons will find it’s 

place there. 

Since all LOUIS cabinets are equipped with wall 

hangers, it can be as well installed without the 

legs. 



Sun of Tuscany and it’s unmistakable scents? That is as well ideal background for 

LOUIS! Its shapes and surfaces well correspond with such lovely appreciated 

elements of Mediterranean architecture. The history wri�en it stone and noble 

aged stuccos will open a new chapters with LOUIS furniture.

IN TUSCANY

/interiors
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We do recommend mat washbasins to all 

bathrooms furnished with LOUIS furniture in 

Mediterranean style as best fi�ed to its 

commonly rich and diversified wall surfaces.  
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Spacious interior divided with thick glass shelves 

and closed with two doors – that’s LOUIS side 

cabinet. For be�er comfort it is universal – one 

can select right- or le�- side opening to adjust to 

requests of the par�cular interior design. 



Although we do recommend to assemble the 

op�onal legs with cabinet of the same color, you 

can easily find the other composi�on, best fi�ng 

to your preferences. 
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White mat worktop fits very well when combined 

with stone, old stucco or wooden walls. Such an 

assembly is especially impressive when reinforced 

with dedicated decora�on.  



Another example where vanity unit impressively 

complete your interior. Carefully and precisely 

assembled elements, apart from perfect func�on, 

will deliver the impression of excep�onal luxury. 
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Despite the combina�on of LOUIS furniture with 

legs, s�ll it is necessary to fix it to the walls for 

stability reasons. The adjustable wall hangers and 

feet secures perfect installa�on on naturally 

uneven surfaces like a stone or concrete. 



LOUIS furniture plain surfaces nicely contrasts with naturally diversified interior walls. When 

deigned together as a mean of inten�onal contrast – it brings a blow of variety to your interiors, 

where LOUIS values are vividly highlighted.  
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dark blue mat

– fashionable, intriguing color, well exposed thanks to nicely 

perceived deep mat finish. Another LOUIS incarna�on, with 

mono-coloured handles. 

black gloss

– combina�on of exclusivity and nobility of finish to 

underline precision and design of details. Deep glossy 

effect is further enriched with the curvature of the 

elements and created the luxury background for the 

golden glossy handle. 

 – modesty and nobility that will work in any interior. The 

impression of cleanliness is reinforced with handle that 

has same finish as panels. 

white gloss

/colors
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Depending on your preferences and styling of your interiors, on top of the handles assembled to the cabinets we the 

alterna�ves in five different colors/ finishes. Apart the colors of the furniture (black and white gloss, and dark blue mat) we 

do offer glossy chrome and gold.

handle options

/colors
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installation

For stability reasons and precision of assembly it 

is necessary to fix the furniture pieces to the wall, despite 

its leg installa�on. Adjustment of the legs is a feature designed to 

correct eventual unevenness of the floor.

/specification
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interior standard 

LOUIS furniture interiors are finished with toned dark graphite colors. While the upper drawer is divided with metal 

organizer for be�er order of stored elements, the bo�om one offers full volume for big products storing. Addi�onally it is equipped 

with an�-slip ma�, to prevents stored elements from incidental movement. The organizer of upper drawer is made from metal, powder coated

elements where the combina�on of strength and durability with delicate and subtle design has been achieved. The drawers are based on best-in-class 

BLUM Legrabox where pulling out is easy even under a load and smooth opera�ons, full extension and so� close features are bringing the

impression of enormous comfort and func�onality. 
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universal 82 cm cabinets 

82 cm. cabinets, with both single and double drawers can be 

combined with synthe�c washbasin as well as solid surface 

worktop. As relevant stability and s�ffness have to be secured, it 

is important to install first the suppor�ng rail when combining 

with the worktop, regardless of the cabinet used. For worktop 

setup, addi�onal element is delivered with the worktop to cover 

the siphon cut-out and make use of the whole drawer. 

side, tall cabinets

Graphite interior of the tall cabinet is equipped with fixed thick glass shelves, with graphite 

glass shade adjusted to the color of the en�re interior. Increased glass thickness as well as 

carefully selected shelf supports underlines the stability and strength, but express the luxury 

style at the same �me.

/specification
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Washplace 144 cm. set

In order to achieve 144 cm. furniture set covered with 

dedicated, double bowl washbasins, one need to collect 2 

cabinets 62 cm. and assemble it with addi�onal cabinet – 

connector. This cabinet should be installed in the middle part 

underneath of the washbasin. As all elements are 3d adjustable,

therefore there’s no need to connect it together. It is enough to 

install all cabinets separately and properly adjust its posi�on 

prior to covering with the washbasin. Although for design 

reasons we do recommend to install only the outer legs of such a 

set, it is feasible to install the others as well. 



/products
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Washbasin cabinet 62 cm, double drawers OR50-SD2S-62-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 61,6 x 55,4 x 47,7 cm OR50-SD2S-62-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 31 kg OR50-SD2S-62-14 color: dark blue mat

combined with: washbasins LOUIS 62 cm, legs LOUIS, front and (op�onal) rear

Washbasin cabinet 82 cm, double drawers OR50-SD2S-82-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 81,6 x 55,4 x 47,7 cm OR50-SD2S-82-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 33 kg OR50-SD2S-82-14 color: dark blue mat

combined with: washbasins LOUIS 82 cm, legs LOUIS, front and (op�onal) rear, LOUIS worktops

Washbasin cabinet 102 cm, double drawers OR50-SD2S-102-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 101,6 x 55,4 x 47,7 cm OR50-SD2S-102-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 36,5 kg OR50-SD2S-102-14 color: dark blue mat

combined with: washbasins LOUIS 102 cm, legs LOUIS, front and (op�onal) rear

Washbasin cabinet 82 cm, single drawer OR50-SD1S-82-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 81,6 x 87 x 47,7 cm OR50-SD1S-82-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 31 kg OR50-SD1S-82-14 color: dark blue mat

combined with: washbasins LOUIS 82 cm, LOUIS worktops
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Furniture washbasin 62 cm, synthe�c Louis UME-LU-62-92 color: white (resin) 

dimensions (w x h x d): 62 x 3 x 48 cm UME-LU-62-93 color: white mat (resin)

gross weight 12 kg

combined with: washbasin cabinets LOUIS 62 cm

Furniture washbasin 82 cm, synthe�c Louis UME-LU-82-92 color: white (resin) 

dimensions (w x h x d): 82 x 3 x 48 cm UME-LU-82-93 color: white mat (resin)

gross weight 15 kg UME-LU-82-94 color: black mat (resin)

combined with: washbasin cabinets LOUIS 82 cm

Furniture washbasin 102 cm, synthe�c Louis UME-LU-102-92 color: white (resin) 

dimensions (w x h x d): 102 x 3 x 48 cm UME-LU-102-93 color: white mat (resin)

gross weight 17 kg

combined with: washbasin cabinets LOUIS 102 cm

Furniture washbasin 144 cm, synthe�c Louis, double UME-LU-144-92-D color: white (resin) 

dimensions (w x h x d): 144 x 3 x 48 cm UME-LU-144-93-D color: white mat (resin)

gross weight 26 kg

combined with: washbasin cabinets LOUIS 144 cm
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Accesories - legs (2 pcs), universal rear OR50-A-NOT-xx-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 10 x 27,5 x 10 cm OR50-A-NOT-xx-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 2 kg OR50-A-NOT-xx-14 color: dark blue mat

combined with: sza�i LOUIS (wszystkie rozmiary)

Accesories - legs (2 pcs) for cabinet 62 cm, front OR50-A-NOF-62-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 10 x 27,5 x 10 cm OR50-A-NOF-62-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 2 kg OR50-A-NOF-62-14 color: dark blue mat

combined with: washbasin cabinets LOUIS for cabinet 62 cm, 

Accesories - legs (2 pcs) for cabinet 82 cm, front OR50-A-NOF-82-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 10 x 27,5 x 10 cm OR50-A-NOF-82-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 2 kg OR50-A-NOF-82-14 color: dark blue mat

combined with: washbasin cabinets LOUIS 82 cm, 

Accesories - legs (2 pcs) for cabinet 102 cm, front OR50-A-NOF-102-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 10 x 27,5 x 10 cm OR50-A-NOF-102-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 2 kg OR50-A-NOF-102-14 color: dark blue mat

combined with: washbasin cabinets LOUIS 102 cm, 

Accesories - legs (2 pcs) for cabinet bocznej 47 cm, front OR50-A-NOF-47-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 10 x 27,5 x 10 cm OR50-A-NOF-47-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 2 kg OR50-A-NOF-47-14 color: dark blue mat

combined with: sza�i boczne LOUIS
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Worktop  82 cm, OR50-B-82-2 color: white mat 

dimensions (w x h x d): 81,6 x 1,7 x 47,7 cm OR50-B-82-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 7 kg

combined with: washbasin cabinets LOUIS 82 cm, 

Washbasin cabinet 24 cm, double drawers OR50-SD2S-24-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 24 x 55,4 x 39 cm OR50-SD2S-24-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 16 kg OR50-SD2S-24-14 color: dark blue mat

combined with: washbasins LOUIS 144 cm, together with 2 cabinets 62 cm 

Framed mirror 50 cm, OR50-L-RA-50-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 50 x 72 x 6 cm OR50-L-RA-50-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 6 kg OR50-L-RA-50-14 color: dark blue mat

OR50-L-RA-50-95 color: gold gloss 

Tall cabinet 47 cm, double doors OR50-SB2D-47-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 47 x 170 x 32,5 cm OR50-SB2D-47-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 27,5 kg OR50-SB2D-47-14 color: dark blue mat

Handle 3 cm, OR50-A-U-3-1 color: white gloss 

dimensions (w x h x d): 3,5 x 3,5 x 1,8 cm OR50-A-U-3-7 color: black gloss 

gross weight 0,1 kg OR50-A-U-3-14 color: dark blue mat

OR50-A-U-3-95 color: gold gloss 

combined with: op�onal; whole LOUIS assortment OR50-A-U-3-99 color: chrom gloss  
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